
August Newsletter - 2021

Dear Egypt Scholars Donors, We hope you are doing well and we would like to share with you our

monthly newsletter for August 2021.

ES Financial Aid

Several months ago, We opened the door for

applying for Egypt Scholars Financial Aid, which

is a grant to support outstanding students,

who plan to complete their academic career

and enroll in graduate programs in different

countries of the world.

In this grant, We cover the expenses of the

TOEFL, IELTS and GRE exams.

A few days ago, the We announced the names

of the grant winners, and we will update you

with all news,as you are part of this

achievement.



Counseling Services Team

The counseling services team helps students

who aim to study abroad by answering their

questions. Since the beginning of the 2021

year, the team members have received (182)

questions.

The services provided by the center range from

answering general or specialized questions in

various scientific anD theoretical fields, as well

as providing detailed advice on preparing to

apply for postgraduate studies and grants

abroad

For Further Information: Counseling Services and Steps for Scholars.

Documents Revision Team

Through this team, We revises the documents for

the students seeking study abroad, then support

them with notes and comments to enable them to

properly apply and submit their documents. The

team members have received documents of (589)

students since the beginning of 2021 until now.

For Further Information: : Documents Revision Center - الأكاديميةالأوراقمراجعة

https://egyptscholars.org/steps/counseling-services/
https://egyptscholars.org/steps/documents-revision-center/


Egypt Scholars Library

Egypt Scholars Library offers you a space to share your

passion for scientific writing with thousands of people

interested in science and to connect you to a larger

community of readers looking for scientific content,

and an opportunity to develop your skills and

experiences by contributing to building a reliable

scientific platform for Arabic readers and writers. Send

us now your scientific articles that you want to publish

and communicate to the Arab public from here.

For Further Information: الرئيسيةمصر:علماءمكتبة

DAR Team

Dar's team organizes many lectures in various fields,

where specialized professors and experts give lectures,

each in his field.

Most of these lectures are recorded and uploaded to our

YouTube channel.

A lecture entitled "The journey of statistical analysis,

from the research question to the p-value", where the

We hosted Dr. Muhammad Al-Sharif, to take us on a

simulated journey of the process of data analysis. It tells

us closely about how the statistician thinks, and what he

does? It shows us how to start the path of learning

medical statistics. You can view the recording of the

lecture here:

Statistical analysis journey: From research q…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SSEEQqNvMU
https://bit.ly/3CcvHh0
https://library.egyptscholars.org/


Today, artificial intelligence contributes so strongly to

changing the educational process that there is an

argument among many experts that it is possible to

replace the human teacher with artificial intelligence.

About these topics was the talk of Dr. Hisham Iraqi,

assistant professor in the Department of Computer

Engineering at the American University in Cairo. You can

view the recording of the lecture here:

AI is Transforming EduTech

During the last period, We provided a full training course

in clinical trials, where the lecturer was Dr. Abdul Azim

Al-Habbayan, a human physician with a master's degree

in biomedical diagnostics from Arizona State University,

where he spoke about the content of the course and how

to study it, and received questions and inquiries. You

can watch the recorded lecture here:

Clinical Research School- An Overview

This course was is freely available to everyone on the

Foundation’s YouTube channel, and you can watch it

here: Clinical Research School Programm

Dr. Ali received his Ph.D. in 2005 from Purdue University

in the United States and his BA and MA degrees in

Computer Science from Alexandria University in 1996

and 1999, respectively.

Where he shares his distinguished experiences in the

field of computer science and some important advice for

researchers in the field.

And you can watch the lecture here:

A (Personal) Recipe for Computer Science (Systems) …

For Further Information: Egypt Scholars Inc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iIBT7Quam4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-81O6eiahw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZenyHEJ21UI
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLt0thylmbOcnZDtQoVo9niJTCKw5soPaz
https://www.youtube.com/c/EgyptScholars/featured


CLUBHOUSE TEAM

An open discussion with Professor Ali Abdo and a group

of Egyptian scholars. The discussion was about Dr. Ali’s

journey in nuclear engineering and the establishment of

Zewail City of Science and Technology, as well as his

academic work in the field of nuclear industries.

And  that this is the second meeting with Dr. Ali Abdo.

We are presenting a series of meetings on the most

famous international scholarships for study, and the

fourth meeting in this series was about studying in

Germany.

Where we hosted a group of researchers in German

universities, and the meeting discussed the most

famous scholarships in Germany and how to apply for

them. The talk also touched on matters related to living,

working and studying, in addition to answering the

attendees' questions.

For Further Information: https://www.clubhouse.com/club/egypt-scholars

You can contribute to the continuation of the process of giving, and the

continuation of providing our free services to students and researchers by making

a donation here

https://www.clubhouse.com/club/egypt-scholars
https://www.flipcause.com/secure/cause_pdetails/NTcyNw==



